
Black Bullet - 
Complete Season 
Collection

On DVD & Blu-Ray from Monday 7th Dec. 2015.

Key talent:

Director - Masayuki Kojima (Monster)

Synopsis:

The Gastrea virus spreads like wildfi re, causing each infected 
host to rapidly mutate, gaining new powers and abilities 
with every stage of development, even while they continue 
to attack, kill and infect multiple new hosts. Unable to fi ght 
a pandemic enemy that turns defenders into adversaries, the 
shocked remnants of the human race are forced to retreat into 
cities surrounded by giant monoliths made of Varanium, one 
of the few materials that can stop the Gastrea.

Now mankind’s last hope lies in the Cursed Children: young 
girls infected with the virus who have managed to retain a 
hold on their humanity. Paired with a partner, they alone have 
the strength to take on a Gastrea in one-on-one combat. But 
the very thing that gives them power is a ticking time bomb, 
so even as they protect humanity, they are also feared and 
shunned. Are they Girls? Monsters? Or Mankind’s Ultimate 
Salvation? The answer awaits as the apocalypse is unleashed 
in BLACK BULLET!
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    Blu-ray £34.99
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We like it because:

Black Bullet is a thrilling action series where humanity faces extinction. The Gastrea make brilliant foes, they are 
horrifying in various ways with their pulsating red eyes, different species and unknown powers. Who ISN’T terrified 
of giant bugs and spiders?

Hot Quotes:

“Black Bullet is fun, over the top and packed with wonderful characters.” – Japan Curiosity

Special Features:

Clean Opening Animation

Clean Closing Animation

Editor’s Notes:

ABOUT ANIMATSU ENTERTAINMENT

Animatsu Entertainment is a specialist UK distribution and production company primarily focusing on Japanese 
anime films and TV series. Spearheaded by Jerome Mazandarani (COO) and Andrew Hewson (Marketing 
Manager), both formerly the two key players behind the last 10 years of success at Manga Entertainment.


